
THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
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With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you EASY 
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!

Mit Ihrer inspirierenden Bewertung wird COSTWAY konsistenter sein, um Ihnen EIN 
SCHÖNES EINKAUFSERLEBNIS, GUTE PRODUKTE und EFFIZIENTEN SERVICE zu 
bieten!

Avec votre évaluation inspirante, COSTWAY continuera à fournir une EXPÉRIENCE 
D’ACHAT PRATIQUE, des PRODUITS DE QUALITÉ et un SERVICE EFFICACE !

Con su calificación inspiradora, COSTWAY será más consistente para ofrecerle 
EXPERIENCIA DE COMPRA FÁCIL, BUENOS PRODUCTOS y SERVICIO EFICIENTE.

Con la tua valutazione incoraggiante, COSTWAY sarà più coerente per offrirti 
ESPERIENZA DI ACQUISTO FACILE, BUONI PRODOTTI e SERVIZIO EFFICIENTE!

Dzięki twojej opinii COSTWAY będzie mógł oferować jeszcze WYGODNIEJSZE 
ZAKUPY, LEPSZE PRODUKTY i SPRAWNIEJSZĄ OBSŁUGĘ KLIENTA.
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Valve

1、Tightly screw connection "B" and screw "A" clockwise.
2、Make sure the valve is in a closed state, then clockwise screw tank 
connection "D" and valve.
3、Safety flat gas tank at least 20 cm from the oven. Pic.4

1、Make sure all connection security sealed.
2、Twisted valve to ensure that gas flows.
3、Counterclockwise to open the gas switch "E".
4、Press the electronic igniter on the left on the switch to ignite oven. 
Pic.5

Remarks: Counterclockwise turn the electronic igniter and insert one 
7# battery."Flap-flap" sound will be heard when electronic igniter works.

Gas Tank Connection

Ignition
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Read all Warnings and Operating Instructions before use and retain for further reference. 

 

 

CARBON MONOXIDE HAZARD 
This appliance can produce carbon monoxide which is poisonous and has

. 
Using it in an enclosed space can kill you. 
Never use this appliance in an enclosed space such as a camper, tent,  

 

WARNING: Improper installation, use, adjustment, alteration, service, or maintenance can cause 
injury or property damage. Refer to this manual. For assistance or additional information consult 
a qualified installer, service agency or gas supplier. 
Do not leave this appliance unattended while the appliance is in operation; keep children and 
pets away from the appliance at all times.   
FOR YOUR SAFETY 
Do not store or use gasoline or other flammable vapors and liquids in the vicinity of this or any other appliance. 

DANGER 
no odor

car or home.  

WARNING: 
FFIRE OR EXPLORSION HAZARD 
If you smell gas: 
1. Do not attempt to light appliance. 
2. Make sure appliance is in the off position. 
3. Extinguish any nearby flame(s). 
4. Shut off cylinder fuel supply valve if so equipped, or if equipped with a disposable fuel 
cylinder, disconnect cylinder. 
5. Leave the area immediately. 
6. Allow gas to dissipate 5 minutes. 
7. If gas smell has dissipated from the area, of the appliance, and fuel supply, follow gas 
connection procedures. 
8. If you smell gas again, follow steps 1-6 and have appliance serviced. 
 
Failure to follow these instructions could result in fire or explosion, which could cause 
property damage, personal injury, or death. 
 
 
WARNING: Propane gas is highly flammable and under pressure in the cylinder or tank. 
Do Not store or use gasoline or other flammable liquids or vapors in the vicinity of this 
stove. If you detect the odor of gas, immediately evacuate the enclosed area and contact 
the appropriate authorities/professionals. 
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Installation Instructions

Pic.1

Pic.2

Open the outer packing. Pic.1

Place the appliance on a proper flat surface (Put four legs 
on a safety place in case of lose). Pic.2
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Pic.3

Or install four legs clockwise properly of the oven bottom. Pic.3
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